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Anti-Racism work at First U! 

First U celebrates the 51 participants of the discussion series on Robin DiAngelo’s book “White 

Fragility!” 

With such a big response, Linda Sanders and Rev. Pamela Wat taught three separate groups per week 

for the past six weeks. The groups explored the roots of racism and how to better respond to racism. By 

the end, participants and leaders reported increased learning, connection, and growth and feel better 

equipped to be more antiracist. Participants and leaders shared ways they will stay involved in racial 

justice work and learning opportunities. 

New HVAC (Music Room) 

During annual maintenance we were told this unit needs a new heat exchanger plus other parts for a 

total of $7,487 or they are suggesting replacement originally priced for $18,952. Ernie then obtained a 

reduced price on the replacement proposal for $18,288.  

All 3 proposals were reviewed with Jim Weddell and Phil Krape, as well as members of the ET and all 

agree it is a good idea to replace now rather than repair. Ernie and I agree as well. The Music room unit 

is 24 years old, and near the end of its life. For HVAC systems we do not typically get multiple bids since 

Service Unlimited handles all our HVAC service and have proven themselves reliable over a long 

relationship and they handle all our maintenance needs for HVAC.  

In our capital budget we did not have this particular unit listed (Music room) for 2020-2021, although we 

had about $15,000 budgeted for a different HVAC unit, which does not need replacing at this time. The 

ET agreed to shift funding to the music room unit. The other unit will be added to the proposed capital 

budget for FY 2021-2022 in case it needs replacing next year.  

Since there is an approved overall capital budget for this year of $79,000 we went ahead and approved 

the new unit and Ernie will schedule replacement with Service Unlimited.  

ET is in compliance with EL 4, since we have a budget for capital improvements for this year and it is not 

practical to obtain multiple bids when we are replacing an HVAC unit if we want to maintain our current 

excellent service relationship with Service Unlimited. However, it is a large purchase and we wanted to 

make the board aware of our decision to move forward with this project. If you have questions, please 

contact Marina.  

FYI - EL 4 states: 

With respect to the actual, ongoing financial condition and activities, the Executive Team shall ensure 

fiscal health and that actual expenditures comply with Board priorities established in Ends policies. 

Accordingly, the Executive Team shall: 

4.3 Limit any single unbudgeted purchase or commitment to less than $7500.  

4.4 Obtain two competitive bids where practical for any single expenditure exceeding $2500. 

Respectfully submitted: 
Rev. Pamela Wat 
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Dale Stratton 
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